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An introduction to whole class guided reading



Chapter Prediction
Juliane Koepcke 

The Girl Who fell from the sky


(Peru, 1971)


Douglas Mawson 

The Man who came home alone 

(Antarctica, 1912)


Hans Peter Strelczyk and Gunter Wetzel 

The friends who crossed the border by balloon


(Germany , 1979)




Text: The Girl Who Fell From The Sky

Prediction 1) Reveal two pictures one by one from the text.  
2) Pull Quote Prediction

Teacher Read Aloud First three paragraphs

Vocabulary

Check - 7 Steps

eg  - buffeted - violent pitching - plunged - plummeting

Paired read aloud Para 4 to end

Vocabulary check - children’s selection

Timed retrieval How long did the violent pitching last for?
Give two reasons Juliane’s mum began to feel anxious about the flight.
Soon Christmas presents and parcels began bouncing around the cabin as the aircraft was pitched up 
and down by the turbulence?
Find and copy two different words from the sentence that show that the aeroplane was being moved 
about by the turbulence.

Graphic question True or false

Written question - inference Why could several passengers be heard crying? 

Why did Koepcke’s mother say these words quietly “That is the end. It’s all over.”?



Picture Prediction



Pull Quotes Prediction

Looking up at the trees she knew she had survived an air disaster,  

…she began to feel anxious as the Electra dipped suddenly and 
entered a massive, rain-dark cloud  

With a shock the teenager realised she was somehow outside of 
the aeroplane 



On Christmas Eve, seventeen-year-old Juliane Koepcke was flying 
high above the South American rainforest when the airliner carrying 
her and her mother was hit by a violent storm. The previous evening 
had been prom night at Koepcke’s school, but now term was over 
and they were heading home for the holidays. Home meant the 
remote Amazonian town of Pucallpa in Peru, where Koepcke’s father, 
Hans-Wilhelm, worked as a biologist. Her mother, Maria, was an 
ornithologist who studied birds and their behaviour. Sharing her 
parents’ passion for science and nature, Koepcke planned to follow 
their example by studying biology at university.  

Look out for names



Vocabulary check 
paras 1 - 3

violent pitching - plunged - plummeting

Contextualise

Give other examples

Repeat the word

Child friendly definition

Relate to experience

Engage in other ways

Record

Seven Steps



Timed Retrieval
How long did the violent pitching last for?

Give two reasons Juliane’s mum began to feel anxious about the flight.

Soon Christmas presents and parcels began bouncing around the cabin as the 
aircraft was pitched up and down by the turbulence?

Find and copy two different words from the sentence that show that the 
aeroplane was being moved about by the turbulence.



The word
The word in a sentence

What does the word mean? Spelling patterns in the word?
Phonemes in the word?

A picture of the word



Clayton Village 
Primary School



The word in a sentence

What does the word mean? Spelling patterns in the word?

A picture of the word



True or False
TRUE FALSE

Juliane’s mother was an 
ornithologist.

The aeroplane had four engines.

Forty minutes after take off the 
aircraft had been hit by lightning.

Juliane fell more than three miles 
into the jungle. 



True or False
TRUE FALSE

Juliane’s mother was an 
ornithologist.

The aeroplane had four engines.

Modified activity

New slide



Inference

Why could several passengers be heard crying?
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Why?
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Why could several passengers be heard crying?

Because they were going to die weren’t they.

1
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Why could several passengers be heard crying?

Because bags were falling, drinks were being spilt, the 
aircraft was being pitched up and down and they could see 
that a lightning storm was getting close. This made them 
think that they might crash.

2
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Why could several passengers be heard crying?
Bags and other pieces of luggage started to fall from the 
overhead racks and drinks tipped into passengers’ laps. 
Soon Christmas presents and parcels began bouncing 
around the cabin as the aircraft was pitched up and down 
by the turbulence.  
Through her window Koepcke could see flashes of lightning 
around the aircraft. With the storm obviously closing in she 
too began to feel scared. Above the sound of the propellers 
several passengers could be heard crying as she reached 
across for her mother’s hand. 

3
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Why did Koepcke’s mother say these words quietly “That is 
the end. It’s all Over.”



Summary
Which of the following would be the most suitable 
summary of the whole text?
Tick one
Escape from the jungle

Surviving the air disaster

Flying home for Christmas

Flying over the jungle
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Summarising

Pupils describe succinctly the meaning of sections of the text. 
This causes pupils to focus on the key content, which in 
turn supports comprehension monitoring. This can be 
attempted using graphic organisers that illustrate concepts 
and the relationships between them using diagrams.

New slide













Part of 
Session Resource Link

Prediction
Big Envelope - Word Cloud - Props Bag - Book Trailer

Contents Page - Text Extract - Picture(s) - Pull Quote 

Prediction

Teacher Read 
Aloud

Vocabulary 
Check - 7 Steps Seven Steps

Paired read aloud Comprehension Tennis - Readers’ Theatre

Vocabulary check

Timed retrieval Secret Sentences

Graphic question True, False and Prove it 

Test Question Formats

Written questions Secret sentences - Predict the Question

Summary / 
Extended Task

Role on the Wall - Axis of Emotion - 

Top 5 - True, False and Prove it - 3:2:1 - Tell Me grid - 


Perfect Predictions 

https://philipwebbliteracy.com/planning-cards-instructions-prediction/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/instructionsvocabulary-for-comprehension/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/guided-reading-planning-card-comprehension-tennis/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/guided-reading-planning-cards-readers-theatre/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/guided-reading-planning-cards-secret-sentences/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/planning-cards-test-question-formats/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/planning-cards-test-question-formats/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/guided-reading-planning-cards-secret-sentences/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/guided-reading-planning-cards-predict-the-question/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/planning-cards-instructions-comprehension/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/guided-reading-planning-cards-top-5/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/guided-reading-planning-cards-instructions-true-false-and-prove-it/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/guided-reading-planning-cards-321/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/guided-reading-planning-cards-tell-me/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/guided-reading-planning-cards-instructions-true-false-and-prove-it/
https://philipwebbliteracy.com/guided-reading-planning-cardsperfect-predictions/
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"Let me get this straight. We're behind the rest of our class and we're 
going to catch up to them by going slower than they are?"

Differentiation?

New slide



Timed Retrieval
How long did the violent pitching last for?

Give two reasons Juliane’s mum began to feel anxious about the flight.

Soon Christmas presents and parcels began bouncing around the cabin as the 
aircraft was pitched up and down by the turbulence?

Find and copy two different words from the sentence that show that the 
aeroplane was being moved about by the turbulence.



How long did the violent pitching last for?

The violent pitching continued like this for nearly ten 
minutes, throwing the aircraft this way and that. Gripping 
her mother’s hand more tightly now, Koepcke looked out 
of the window and saw that one of the engines was 
glowing brightly. Her mother also noticed this and very 
quietly said, ‘That is the end. It’s all over.’ These were 
the last words Koepcke ever heard her say. 

Modified activity - one question - shorter extract



Timed Retrieval
Give two reasons Juliane’s mum began to feel anxious about the flight.

Her mother felt less relaxed about the storm. Never 
quite believing that something metal could rival the 
birds she studied, Maria didn’t like flying at the best of 
times. Now she began to feel anxious as the Electra 
dipped suddenly and entered a massive, rain-dark 
cloud. Before long the plane was being buffeted about 
by the air currents, and after a few minutes even 
Koepcke began to feel that something wasn’t quite 
right. 

Modified activity - one question - shorter extract



Timed Retrieval
Soon Christmas presents and parcels began bouncing around the cabin as the 
aircraft was pitched up and down by the turbulence?

Find and copy one word from the sentence that show that the aeroplane 
was being moved about by the turbulence.

Soon Christmas presents and parcels began bouncing around the 

cabin as the aircraft was pitched up and down by the turbulence. 

Modified activity - one word - shorter extract
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Support
I think that people were crying because in the text it says 
_______________.

Modified activity - mini writing frame
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Additional adults

Simultaneous group work

Additional read aloud

Differentiation

Modified activity - one question - shorter extract

Modified activity - one word - shorter extract Modified activity - mini writing frame

Additional read aloud
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Rememberdescribe – list – find write – tell - name

Understand
predict – outline - compare

discuss - restate

Apply
show 
complete 
use 

examine 
illustrate 
solve

classify

Evaluate CreateAnalyse
identify -contrast 
investigate

compare- explain - 
examine - categorise

recommend - rate 
decide - choose

assess - justify - prioritise plan -construct

compose - invent 
- design

Blooms Taxonomy
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ACE

• Analyse 

• Create 

• Evaluate
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Beegu - analyse
Compare - the colours in the book

Explain - why you think that the large creatures were not nice to Beegu.

Examine - the speech bubbles - how do they help the story?

Categorise - the characters

Identify - when Beegu was saddest and happiest - why was this?

Contrast - how the small and large creatures reacted to Beegu.

Investigate - how conjunctions are used in the book.
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Create - a trailer for the book 

Plan - a follow up to the story 

Invent - a brother or sister for Beegu 

Compose - a letter to the author 

Construct - a spaceship for Beegu 

Design - the cover for a follow up story

Beegu - create
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Assess - how effective the cover and blurb are 

Justify - why the adults didn’t like Beegu 

Prioritise - what was the most important thing that 
happened in the book? 

Recommend - the book to a friend - in 140 
characters (LOL) 

Rate - the characters in the order you prefer them  

Decide - who you would send this book to as a 
present 

Choose - one of the days and write Beegu’s diary

Beegu - evaluate
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Compare - this book with…

Explain - the themes in this book

Examine - the author’s use of adjectives

Categorise - the characters

Identify - the two most important parts of the story

Contrast - the use of colours

Investigate - books by the same author

 Analyse
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Create - a trailer for the book 

Plan - a follow up to the story 

Invent - a friend for the main character  

Compose - a letter to … 

Construct - … 

Design - the cover for a follow up story

 Create
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Assess - how the blurb and the cover might attract 
someone to read the book 

Justify - 

Prioritise - what was the most important thing that 
happened in the book? 

Recommend - the book to a friend - in 140 
characters 

Rate - the characters in the order you prefer them  

Decide - who you would send this book to as a 
present 

Choose - some of the authors most effective 
sentences and/or evocative illustrations

 Evaluate
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Analyse
compare

explain

examine

categorise

identify Identify - the two most important parts of the story

contrast

investigate
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Create

create

plan Plan what might happen next

invent

compose

construct

design
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Evaluate
assess

justify

prioritise

recommend

rate

decide

choose Choose some of the authors most effective sentences and/
or evocative illustrations
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World of Water
• Why is … 

• Give 2 … 

• What is … tick one

• What is… 

• The text tells us…. 

• Name two…

Draw three lines…

oceans

large areas of salt 
water
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Where is the journey to?
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A Journey Through Space - Steve Parker
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What is the only way to journey into space?
Give two things that spacecraft can carry. 
1. 
2.
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What blasts out at the end of the rocket? 
Tick one.

gas air
flames fuel

What does the rocket travel 25 times faster than?
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Stars are huge space objects that 
gave out light and heat. Looking up 
from earth at nighttime, the dark sky 
twinkles is with thousands of distant 
stars.


Looking up by day, there is one star 
that is very nearAnd hot. It is a giant 
ball of flames and fire - the sun.

The universe is all of space and everything in it – 
planets, stars, galaxies, black holes and the rest.


No one really knows the shape or size of the 
universe. It could be round like a ball, curved like 
at dome, or ring-shaped. Some space experts 
think it is flat – like a sandwich!


The universe started 13,800 million years ago. At 
first it was a tiny spot with everything squeezed 
into it.


Then Boom! –the Big Bang. The Universe started 
to get bigger. Stars and all the space objects 
formed. The Universe is still getting bigger today. It 
will probably keep growing for millions of years, 
maybe even forever.

Across the universe

Stars give out two things. 
Name both of them. 

1. 

2.
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The universe is all of space and everything in it – planets, stars, galaxies, black holes and the 
rest.


No one really knows the shape or size of the universe. It could be round like a ball, curved 
like at dome, or ring-shaped. Some space experts think it is flat – like a sandwich!


The universe started 13,800 million years ago. At first it was a tiny spot with everything 
squeezed into it.


Then Boom! –the Big Bang. The Universe started to get bigger. Stars and all the space 
objects formed. The Universe is still getting bigger today. It will probably keep growing for 
millions of years, maybe even forever.

Across the universe

Draw two lines to finish the sentences 

The Universe

The Big Bang is all of space and everything in it.

was when the universe started to 
get bigger.
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Differentiation Presentation
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Next time



Phased Planning
Working with Quality Texts in EYFS

Great books for children are likely to have strong links with PSED 
and offer opportunities for creative work, art, dance and music
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Week:                                          Date:   

Book:

Prediction  (2days) 
☼ Props bag 

☼ Big envelopes 

☼ Spotlight 

☼ Word cloud predictions 

☼ Tell me grid  

☼ Sequencing pictures 

Understanding (3days) 
☼ Blank levels / questions 

☼ Role on the wall 

☼ Role play  

☼ Retelling  

☼ Arrow marking / bookmarking 

☼ Zone of relevance  

☼ Right Wrong 

☼ Matching games 

Writing (2days) 
Imitation              Innovation 

☼ Story maps  

☼ Letter formation 

☼ Initial sounds 

☼ Sounding out/ segmenting blending  

☼ Capital letters / full stops  

1. Focus Objective:  
Differentiation:  

2. Focus Objective:  
Differentiation:  

1. Focus Objective:  
Differentiation:  

2. Focus Objective:  
Differentiation:  

3. Focus Objective:  
Differentiation:  

1. Focus Objective:  
Differentiation:  

2. Focus Objective:  
Differentiation:  

Observations/Notes: 





Working with a Text in 
Depth

• Many opportunities can be provided for children to enter 
the world of the text through linked sessions involving 
drama, discussion, reading and re-reading, writing 
activities and other related activities such as art work


• Working with a whole text over a number of weeks 
allows flexibility, enabling teachers to attend to the 
needs of individuals and groups of children and leading 
to successful learning outcomes





Why this book?

• Emotional response to narrative fiction


• A good model for role play


• Building empathy towards characters and identifying with 
them through their own friendships and experiences


• Learning about unfamiliar settings



Outcomes
• Response to illustrations


• Thought bubbles


• Letter to character


• Signs and captions


• Descriptive annotations


• Collaborative poem


• Story map


• Re-telling

Children’s fascinations?



Who is this? 
What do we know about them? 
Where do they live?  
How do you know? 

Prediction

Have you ever seen a polar bear? 
What are they like?



Prediction



Prediction



Polar Bears Playing
Certificate PG

Understanding



Shared writing to compose 
a caption

Understanding

Writing

Polar bears playing - 2 mins





Enhanced Provision for 
gross motor skills

Describe and imitate polar bears movement in the 
outdoor area or hall where they have space to lope, slide 
or tumble

Understanding Enhanced provision



What we know or think we 
know about polar bears

What we want to find out 
about polar bears

What we learnt about polar 
bears

Gives familiarity with the places in the story

Write these out for children and leave sentence strips available

Understanding





https://www.yorkshirewildlifepark.com/
animals/polar-bears/







Responding to illustration
Understanding



Responding to illustration

How do you think the polar bears are feeling? How do you know?
Have you ever felt like that? Why?
What might have happened before? What might happen next?

Does it remind you of any other stories you know?

Why do you think they are not friends anymore?Reveal text

Understanding



Debate and discussion
Understanding



Role Play - freeze frame - thought tracking
Understanding

Maybe Iris was being 
selfish.

Perhaps Issac shouldn’t 
have pushed into Iris’s nest.

Isaac could have made his 
own nest.

She should take turns.

She could have built a 
bigger nest!





Understanding Writing



Contextualise

Give other examples

Repeat the word

Child friendly definition

Relate to experience

Engage in other ways

Record

Seven Steps

furious upset

worried regret



Messy play Enhanced provision



Enhanced provision
Enhanced provision



Using larger spaces
• arctic role play - re-enact scenes from the 

story - or imagined scenes


• open ended loose parts


• ambiguous role play fabric and props


• polar bear masks - white fur


• Mark making resources and digital 
equipment records and revised their re-
enactments

Enhanced provision



Shared writing

• Compose a letter to the class to come from Iris or Isaac’s 
point of view


• Write back to Iris or Isaac offering advice about how to 
make friends

Writing



New slide





Stationery for independent 
writing of advice Enhanced provision

Dear Iris



Reading aloud Understanding







Arctic Foxes Playing





art work
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_037xabLLAI





Aurora Borealis

Write a line on your sentence strip to describe the Northern Lights 















Role on the wall - Isaac



Role on the Wall - Iris
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Phonological Awareness



Phonological Awareness
Iris and Isaac were not friends any more. Iris had made a snow nest but it 
was too small for them both. Isaac had tried to wriggle and nudge and 
shove his big bottom in. Iris had wriggled and nudged and shoved his big 
bottom straight back out! In, out, wrinkle, wriggle, shove, until … they had 
squashed on the nest flat! Iris stomped away in a big bear huff. So Isaac 
stomped away in not quite so big bear huff too. Iris was tramping grumpily 
across the smooth snow when she saw a flock of Eiders soaring high in 
the sky. Look it’s the ducks she gasped but Isaac was not there to see 
them. Isaac was stomping along when he spotted two arctic foxes playing 
together on the sparkly ice. That looks like fun he thought and sighed and 
stomped off once more more. Iris was trudging slowly when she found a 
huge echoey ice cave. Oh wow! Isaac Would love this! She thought. If only 
he was here. Isaac was plodding sadly and he saw the northern lights 
flicker and swirl. Iris adores the lights he thought to himself. I wish she 
was here to see them too. Then as he wandered further, Isaac's saw the 
most wonderful thing of all…It was Iris! Iris and Isaac were happy once 
more. They gently shuffled and nudged and patted and shaped on till they 
had made the perfect snow nest to curl up inside… together.



Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4



Phase 1 (Throughout 
Foundation stage 1) 
Children will be able 
to:

Strand 1 Tuning into sound  

Activities: 

Drum outdoors (p9) 
Can they clap a rhythm? (Repeat 
a teacher) 
Can they recite simple Nursery 
Rhymes? (eg Grand Old Duke of 
York) 
Can they play games such as 
Sounds Around? (p31) 

Strand 2 Listening to and 
Remembering Sounds  

Activities: 

Mrs Browning has a box (p10) 
Can they add final words in Nursery 
rhyme?  
Play our sound box bag? (p33) 

Strand 3 Talking about 
sounds including oral 
blending. 

Activities: 

Socks and shakers (p11) 
Rhyming puppets (p28) 
Play silly soup (p34) 

Phase 2 
Children will be able 
to give the sound for 
any phase 2 letter. 
They will be able to 
orally blend and 
segment CVC words. 
They should be able 
to read and spell some 
VC and CVC words. 
They will be able to 
read some ‘tricky 
words’.

Set 1 
s a t p

Set 2 
i n m d

Set 3 
g o c k

Set 4 
ck e u r

Set 5 
h b f ff ll ss

read spell read spell read spell read spell read spell

sat 
pat 
tap

sat 
pat 
tap

mad 
pin 
Tim 
in

sit 
nap 
tip 
it

cap 
pot 
kit 
got

pig 
cat 
top 
tig

pack 
set 
mud 
rat

muck 
pet 
sun 
ran

hot 
big 
fit 

huff 
lid 
pull 

mess

hat 
bob 
fat 
puff 
lot 

fuss 
fill

Tricky Words and 
High Frequency 
words 
READ – I, a, am, the, 
and, to, no, go



Phase 3 
Early Phase  
Can read and make 
phonemically plausible 
attempts to spell CVC words

Set 6 

j,v,w,x
Set 7 

y,z,zz,qu
Set 8 

ch,sh,th,ng
read spell read spell read spell

jug 
vet 
wig 
box

fox 
van 
wet 
job

yet 
zip 

buzz 
quick

yes 
fizz 
zap 
quit

chop 
ship 
bath 
bang

rich 
push 
thin 
sing

High Frequency/ Tricky 
words 
READ – he, she, we, me, 
be 

Phase 3 
Later Phase  
Can read and make 
phonemically plausible 
attempts to spell CVC 
words

Set 9 

ai, ee, igh, oa
Set 10 

oo, ar,or, ur
Set 11 

ow, oi, ear
Set 12 

air, ure, er
read spell read spell read spell read spell

pain 
high 
boat 
see

feet 
coat 
tail 

night

boot 
far 
fork 
fur

food 
car 
for 
burp

wow 
boil 
dear

cow 
coin 
hear

fair 
pure 

letter

hair 
cure 

dinner

 High Frequency/ 
Tricky words – READ 
was,  my, you, they, 
her, all, her, are

Spell – the  to no go I 
is 

Letter Names   

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn 
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 

Polysyllabic Words  

zigzag    shellfish     cobweb    rooftop 



Phase 4 
Can read and spell words with 
adjacent consonants using phase 2 
and 3 graphemes

Read Spell Polysyllabic words

CVCC words went lift camp  
best gift pond 

help nest sink 
cost damp felt

giftbox shampoo 
windmill helper

CCVC words green fresh star 
tree clap grass

glass drop flag 
spin sniff spot

treetop floating 
starlight freshness

CCVCC word stamp crisp 
trust blast 
crunch cream

spoon swing 
brown crash 
bleed spoil

drift blasting 
twisting printer

High frequency/Tricky words to read-      what said so 
have like some come were there little 
one do when out

High frequency/Tricky words to spell-  

he she we me be was my you her they all 
are 

Phase 5  
New phoneme /zh/ 
S                z              si 
treasure  azure     television 

treasure usual  
television casual 

pleasure vision 
casual

High frequency/tricky words to READ-  

could oh their people Mr Mrs 
looked called asked 

High frequency/tricky words to SPELL-  

said so have like some come were 
there little one are do when out

Phase 5 
Can read and spell phonically decipheral two-
three-syllable words  
Vowel Phonemes

Read Spell 

/ai/       ay, a-e, ey (grey), eigh 
(neigh)

pay   made   grey   sleigh   
fray   take  train

clay   same   brain   grey   neigh

/ee/      ea, e-e, e, ey (key), ie feet   meat   Pete   me   
key   field

steam   sweet   she   key   
theme   shriek



Contextualise

Give other examples

Repeat the word

Child friendly definition

Relate to experience

Engage in other ways

Record

Seven Steps



Vocabulary
Iris and Isaac were not friends any more. Iris had made a snow nest but it 
was too small for them both. Isaac had tried to wriggle and nudge and 
shove his big bottom in. Iris had wriggled and nudged and shoved his big 
bottom straight back out! In, out, wrinkle, wriggle, shove, until … they had 
squashed on the nest flat! Iris stomped away in a big bear huff. So Isaac 
stomped away in not quite so big bear huff too. Iris was tramping grumpily 
across the smooth snow when she saw a flock of Eiders soaring high in 
the sky. Look it’s the ducks she gasped but Isaac was not there to see 
them. Isaac was stomping along when he spotted two arctic foxes playing 
together on the sparkly ice. That looks like fun he thought and sighed and 
stomped off once more more. Iris was trudging slowly when she found a 
huge echoey ice cave. Oh wow! Isaac Would love this! She thought. If only 
he was here. Isaac was plodding sadly and he saw the northern lights 
flicker and swirl. Iris adores the lights he thought to himself. I wish she 
was here to see them too. Then as he wandered further, Isaac's saw the 
most wonderful thing of all…It was Iris! Iris and Isaac were happy once 
more. They gently shuffled and nudged and patted and shaped on till they 
had made the perfect snow nest to curl up inside… together.



Vocabulary
Iris and Isaac were not friends any more. Iris had made a snow nest but it 
was too small for them both. Isaac had tried to wriggle and nudge and 
shove his big bottom in. Iris had wriggled and nudged and shoved his big 
bottom straight back out! In, out, wrinkle, wriggle, shove, until … they had 
squashed the nest flat! Iris stomped away in a big bear huff. So Isaac 
stomped away in not quite so big bear huff too. Iris was tramping grumpily 
across the smooth snow when she saw a flock of Eiders soaring high in the 
sky. Look it’s the ducks she gasped but Isaac was not there to see them. 
Isaac was stomping along when he spotted two arctic foxes playing 
together on the sparkly ice. That looks like fun he thought and sighed and 
stomped off once more more. Iris was trudging slowly when she found a 
huge echoey ice cave. Oh wow! Isaac Would love this! She thought. If only 
he was here. Isaac was plodding sadly and he saw the northern lights 
flicker and swirl. Iris adores the lights he thought to himself. I wish she was 
here to see them too. Then as he wandered further, Isaac's saw the most 
wonderful thing of all…It was Iris! Iris and Isaac were happy once more. 
They gently shuffled and nudged and patted and shaped until they had 
made the perfect snow nest to curl up inside… together.



Poetry

• Assemble your sentence strips to make a free verse poem


• Decide how you might perform it


• What words and phrases will you emphasise?


• How will you lift them off the page for your audience?


• Where will you perform it?





Book Talk

• What did you like about the book?


• What did you dislike?


• Does anything puzzle you?


• Do you have any questions?


• What would you tell your friends about the book?



Story Map





The people in the story are … The settings are …

First …

Next …

After that…

Then…

Finally …



Plan around texts to…

• Develop children's understanding of narrative


• Make purposeful contexts for use in the language of 
books


• Enable children to possess the language of the story


• Allow children took own the story for themselves


• Encourage talk for a wide variety of purposes



Plan around texts to…
• Enable children to share ideas and knowledge with other 

children


• Enable children to get to know a story really well


• Support and deepened children's reading of the story


• Help children playing with the tunes of the language


• Make story and reading fun


• Provide purposeful contexts and reasons for mark making





http://describingwords.io





Summer Meeting 
20 June 2018

• More EYFS planning


• WCGR and poetry


• Picture News


• Where?


• Transition? The Innovation Centre Conference  
This year’s theme 

is English - 25 June 2018



http://www.picture-news.co.uk



Provisional dates 2018/19

7 November 2018


13 March 2019


19 June 2019


